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Today, dystopian trends are everywhere from physical objects to tools we use every single day. 
Every day there are many different items and tools being made that are thought to help us, but they don’t. 
The problem is that many of the population of different races and kids around the world don’t realize it 
because many dystopian trends are thought of as utopian trends to the public. Also, these dystopian trends 
are covered up by higher and smarter individuals, which results in many people being ignorant of the 
truth. What’s funny is that these dilemmas are bring used and spoken about every single day! In the 
world, we see that the Earth is taken advantage of by these trends. 
 

First, video games are a big dystopian trend. Dystopian trends usually take the mind to believe 
that evil is the truth. Like how dystopian trends work, this is how video games work too. The bright lights 
and colors on the screen attract humans to keep them holding the game for hours nonstop and makes them 
believe that without video games there would be no fun in life. Video games also discourage exercise and 
if you play to much, you might become overweight. Furthermore, video games also affect kids’ 
friendships and their grades at school negatively. This is because kids prioritize friendships and school 
after video games. Also, kids who play violent games act more aggressively toward others. According to 
studies from the Tohoku University, after playing a video game, the frontal lobe, the region that is 
associated with decision making and cognitive function, gets deactivated. Like drugs, video games 
artificially increase dopamine levels in the brain without providing any skills.  Every single day, kids are 
stuck in an electronic-screen prison where they can’t let go due to game addiction. Children that are going 
through addiction begin to feel isolated and stressed. This creates a dystopian environment because the 
screen brainwashes kids it leads kids to feel suicidal thoughts without games since they begin to feel that 
they require games to live. Without games, the world would become a healthier place with smarter 
individuals. 
 

In addition to game addiction, another dystopian trend is the “wall” that separates America from 
Mexico. A wall in literary is used in many ways but the one way a wall is used as separation of ideas and 
loss of freedom and hope. This border wall prevents freedom from passing the US and Mexican border 
freely. Many Mexican families cross the border to reach a safe home and because they know that they will 
have a better economic chance in life. Also, this border discourages the share of ideas from both sides of 
the border. I have also learned that due to Trump’s zero-tolerance policy he separated many Mexican 
children from their parents because they were illegally trying to immigrate. This wall separates things 
from each other. Walls are made to separate different people and ideas from one other and that is not 
right. The Declaration of Independence also states that every man is created equal, so why is Trump not 
treating Mexicans equal? 
 

Dystopian trends are changing how people live from technology to separation many people need 
to change from these trends that are affecting life today. As people live their lives from day to day they 
only see the good advances humans are making, they must also see the problems they are creating due to 
this. Technology creates a wall between you and society.  

 


